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The U.S. Bureau of Fisheries (now National Marine

Fisheries Service) conducted stream habitat surveys in the

Upper Grande Ronde River Basin in 1941. This survey was

part of an extensive inventory of stream habitat conditions

for anadromous salmonids (Oncorhynchus spp.) throughout the

Columbia River Basin. The survey systematically

inventoried 158 km of streams within the 3000 km2 watershed.

Stream habitat was degraded from land-use activities

(riparian timber harvest, splash dams, stream

channelization, livestock grazing, and mining) prior to the

1941 survey. A 1990 resurvey determined how stream habitat

conditions had continued to change. The historical survey

and the 1990 resurvey inventoried streams according to pool

and substrate characteristics. Pools were classified by

size and depth criteria, while substrate was divided into

size-classes. Losses in total pools/km (> 20m2 area and

> 0.5 m depth) ranged from 43 to 83% (mean = 65%, 12.2 to

4.31km), while the loss in large pools/km (> 20m2 and > 1.0

m depth) ranged from 20 to 89% (mean = 68%, 6.2 to 2.0/1cm)

for individual streams. The loss of variability in pool

frequencies from 1941 to 1990 (total pools/km a2 = 43.9 to

2.8, large pools/km a2 = 23.2 to 3.2) demonstrates that

stream channels have become less diverse. Classifying

streams by reach types indicated that the decline in pool



frequencies was not significantly related to geomorphic

constraints. Substrate composition appears to have shifted

toward smaller size-classes, with an increase in fine

sediments (< 6mm) in the headwaters. Livestock grazing

declined 78% (229,000 to 51,000 aum) from 1911 to 1990,

while annual timber harvest increased 172% (36 to 98 mmbf)

from the pre-survey period (1896-1940) to the post-survey

period (1940-1990). Road densities have increased

concurrent with timber harvest, currently averaging 4

miles/mile2. Base discharge has increased 51% (18.5 to 28.0

cfs), while there has been a 27% decrease in annual

precipitation (22.0" to 16.0") and snowpack (April 1 water

equivalent) (15.0" to 10.5") from 1941 to 1990. In an era

of presumably improving management (1941-1990), large-scale

losses in the fish habitat necessary for the continued

viability of resident and anadromous fish populations

continued to occur.
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Historical Changes in Anadromous Fish Habitat in the

Upper Grande Ronde River, Oregon, 1941-1990.

Literature Review

Columbia River Basin Anadromous Fish Habitat Surveys

Research on the condition of anadromous fish habitat

in the Columbia River Basin began in 1934. Since that time

one habitat survey and several evaluations of habitat

conditions have been done. This literature review will

examine these historical surveys and evaluate their

relevance to this work.

A twelve year history of the Bureauof Fisheries (BOF)

survey (1934-1946) of anadromous fish habitat was published

by Rich in 1948. According to Rich, the survey was

designed to provide "the information needed as a basis for

a complete program for the maintenance and rehabilitation

of the fisheries of the Columbia River". The BOF survey

documented habitat conditions and described fish runs prior

to the building of mainstem Columbia River dams, except for

the Bonneville dam; completed in 1938. This included the

necessary data for an assessment of the "present condition

of the various tributaries with respect to their

availability and usefulness for the migration, breeding,

and rearing of migratory fish".

Rich's report included a detailed description of

methods used in the BOF survey. The survey was conducted

using two person crews. Each individual would typically

work alone, daily surveying a given section of stream. The

surveys were done on foot, with data recorded at

approximately 100-yard intervals. These intervals were

usually determined by pacing or ocularly estimated and then

later checked against maps and corrected accordingly.

Data on wetted channel width, bottom substrate, pool

classes, and spawning riffles were recorded at the upper



end of each 100-yard interval. In addition, the location

of log jams, falls, dams, and other barriers to migration

were recorded, along with any observed fish. Every few

miles, major landmarks or marked changes in stream

condition were used to designate "stations". These

stations were used as a pseudo-classification system for

summarizing conditions between stations, such as

pools/mile, percent area spawning gravel, etc.

Additional datasheets for obstructions and diversions

were used to detail natural and artificial barriers to the

migration of both upstream and downstream migrants, e.g.

dams, log jams, fish ladders, and irrigation diversions.

In addition, pertinent data on the character of the

watershed, gradient, temperature, discharge, etc.,

were collected on station datasheets.

Rich (1948), along with additional notes, has formed

the basis for the current retrospective analysis of the BOF

survey, and helped in the development of resurvey methods

for the assessment of the status and trends of the

historically surveyed streams. The survey also stated that

there would be a series of papers published documenting the

results of the surveys.

The summary papers were published by Bryant and

Parkhurst from 1949 to 1950. These summaries typically

gave an overview of the particular basins, describing past

and present conditions, as well as potential improvements.

There were also detailed maps depicting the extent of the

survey, along with the locations of dams, waterfalls, and

unscreened irrigation diversions.

Given that the BOF surveys were quite detailed yet

highly systematic, these summary reports did little to draw

on the vast database. A typical section for an individual

stream described only general characteristics, with a heavy

emphasis on discharge records and irrigation diversions.
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Little attention was given to habitat conditions other than

qualitative descriptions. For example, the mainstem of the

Grande Ronde River was described as having "numerous

shallow riffle areas and an adequate number of resting

pools". The major recommendations for the Grande Ronde

Basin were to remove debris dams that were believed to be

barriers to migration, screen irrigation diversions, and

provide protection from further damage by mining operations

located in the headwaters.

In 1957, the Fish Commission of Oregon (FCO) began a

habitat survey of eastern Oregon streams. The FCO surveys

were reported on by Thompson and Haas in 1960. The study

area included Columbia and Snake River tributaries in

Oregon from the Umatilla River to the Owyhee River.

Similar surveys were repeated by the Oregon Department of

Fish and Wildlife in the early 1970's and mid 1980's.

The FCO study was conducted because these areas once

contained extensive runs of anadromous salmonids

(Oncoryhnchus spp.) and many believed that environmental

factors were a key component in the decline/extinction of

these runs. The information collected tried to identify

those factors responsible for the declines. For each

basin, data on terrain, gradient, slope and bank cover,

shade, temperature, obstructions, diversions, discharge,

potential impoundment and hatchery sites, and fish

populations were collected.

A failing of the FCO study was its lack of a

systematic, quantifiable approach to stream surveys.

Surveys were conducted on foot, with data collected at

approximately half-hour intervals. Flow and temperature

data were quantitatively measured, other data relied on

subjective observation. Thompson and Haas clearly

recognized that their work was to provide an overall view

of the watersheds. Due to time and funding constraints,
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they used a reconnaissance-level survey to cover the five

to ten thousand miles of streams under study.

From these data, they recommended that:

stream shading be improved to reduce stream

temperatures (often in excess of 80°F during summer months),

streambanks be fenced to exclude cattle, and

further mining damage in the headwaters of the Upper

Grande Ronde River be prevented. There was no guidance on

how to achieve these goals.

Fulton (1968, 1970) reported on spawning areas and

abundance of chinook, coho, sockeye, chum salmon, and

steelhead trout. Essentially, Fulton's reports were

literature reviews of available information on the extent

of spawning and population trends of the various salmonids.

His work was based primarily on the 1949-50 Parkhurst and

Bryant BOF reports. From the BOF summaries, Fulton mapped

the spawning areas of anadromous salmonids in the Columbia

River Basin. Records of commercial catch, escapement and

sport catch were examined to determine trends in salmonid

runs.

Fulton concluded that dams, irrigation, logging,

mining, and other activities had reduced the productive

capacity of many streams in the Columbia Basin and that

public works programs 40 years earlier had improved habitat

conditions by screening diversions, correcting faulty

fishladders, and removed barriers to migration, such as log

jams and splashdams. The Columbia River Fishery

Development Program, begun in 1949, also removed barriers

to migration, improved degraded areas, and provided

numerous hatcheries. Fulton believed that "if passage and

rearing conditions were improved in the main stems of these

rivers, the runs would increase and eventually lead to a

greater harvest by the fisheries".

In 1986, the Northwest Power Planning Council (NPPC)
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produced a report "Compilation of Information on Salmon and

Steelhead Losses in the Columbia River Basin", reviewing

all pertinent information concerning declining salmon and

steelhead runs in the Columbia River Basin. One section of

the report reviewed the loss of fish habitat in the basin.

The work of Bryant and Parkhurst (1949, 1950), and

Fulton (1968, 1970) provided the basis for the discussion

of habitat loss. Thompson (1976) calculated the loss of

spawning habitat due to mainstem Columbia dams eliminating

access to portions of the basin. Prior to development (ca.

1850) an estimated 14,666 stream miles were available for

spawning. By 1976, estimates had declined to 10,073 miles,

a loss of 31. The losses were attributed to the

cumulative effects of hydropower, fishing, logging, mining,

grazing, irrigation, urbanization, pollution, and other

miscellaneous impacts.

Historical Changes in Fish Habitat and Stream Channels

As stated earlier, there are no directly comparable

studies to the study described in this thesis. There is,

however, research that has used the historical record to

determine how stream channels have changed over time, but

no work has documented changes in fish habitat. In this

section, the literature on changes in stream channel

morphology will be reviewed.

The earliest study noted was done by Elser (1968) in

Montana. His research did not look how stream habitat

changes over time, but at differences in natural and human-

altered stream segments within a given stream . The

objectives of the study were to describe the major habitat

zones of Little Prickly Pear Creek and the fish populations

within them. From this information, comparisons could be

made between altered and unaltered sections.



Habitat zones, delineated from aerial photos, were

based on valley floor shape and vegetative bank cover.

There were five major zones: headwater, meadow, mountain,

lower meadow, and canyon. Within each zone, Elser

classified stream habitat and quantified sinuosity (channel

length:down valley length, channels with ratios > 1.5

called "meandering"). Habitat types, determined by average

depth and surface velocity, were classified as pools or

riffles. Transects were used to quantify channel

morphology.

Elser found that unaltered sections of stream were

narrower and deeper, had greater sinuosity, and had roughly

a 50:50 ratio of pools and riffles. Altered sections were

wider and shallower, had decreased sinuosity, and were

dominated by riffles. Trout populations were 781 higher in

unaltered sections than in the altered sections and

non-trout species were absent in the unaltered sections,

but made up 301 of the population in the altered section.

Sedell and Luchessa (1982) used the historical record

to document the condition of pristine river systems in the

Pacific Northwest prior to white man's intervention. Early

descriptions of Northwest rivers from British and United

States Army journals were used. These journals described

rivers in the Willamette Valley and Puget Sound as "mostly

water connected by swamps".

Records also indicated that rivers of all sizes and

types were greatly influenced by wood. Major rivers, such

as the Willamette, were often blocked by debris jams which

created multiple channels and rendered them unnavigatable

along much of their course.

Their research also documented how humans began to

alter these natural systems. Considerable effort was

expended in the mid- to late 1800's removing log jams from

the major rivers to render them navigable. These early

6



efforts began the process of reducing the role of large

woody debris (LWD) and the simplification of stream

channels throughout the northwest.

Once the rivers were passable, they were used to

transport logs downstream to sawmills and ports.

Splashdams were built to facilitate the movement of logs.

These dams were used to store water and logs, which were

then released during periods of low flow. The damage

caused by the release of water and logs seems certain to

have had serious impacts on fish populations and fish

habitat (Sedell et al., 1991).

Sedell and Luchessa's work began the documentation of

anthropogenic alteration of natural stream channels. The

authors clearly recognized the importance of the historical

record by stating "without an understanding of pristine

systems, as a point of reference, our present protection

and enhancement efforts may lack an adequate context or

conceptual rationale to assure success". They also

recognized the major role that LWD had played in creating

the complex habitats that salmonids had adapted to. At the

time, LWD was believed to be of only minor importance to

stream channel morphology.

Lyons and Beschta (1983) used land use, stream

discharge, and the aerial photo record to document changes

in stream channels in the Upper Middle Fork Willamette

River from 1936-1980. This was the first systematic,

quantifiable study of how stream channels changed over time

and what the probable causes may have been.

A chrono-sequence of air photos from 1936-1980 were

used to detect temporal changes in stream channels. For

each set of photos, active channel widths, degree of

braiding, LWD, and sinuosity were systematically

quantified. An inventory of landslides was used to

determine whether the frequency of landslides changed over

7



the study period. The land use record was scrutinized to

determine trends in timber harvest and road densities.

Timber harvest did not begin until 1945, when there was a

correspondingly low density of roads. Since the basin is

90 public land, timber harvest and road building were the

dominant land use activities. Both timber harvest and road

building increased exponentially over the study period

(1936-1980)

Lyons and Beschta concluded that the channel widened

considerably due to high sediment input during the 1964

flood. Results of a landslide analysis suggested that the

impacts of land use may have significantly increased the

channel response. Landslides occurred 23 and 27 times more

frequently in clearcut and roaded areas than in forested

areas, respectively. Lyons and Beschta also believed that

more data were needed to better quantify the relationship

between management-induced and natural change.

Beschta used the aerial photo record to examine the

Kowai River in New Zealand in 1983. The aerial photo

record was examined from 1943-1980. Results of this study

were similar to Lyons and Beschta's 1983 study. From 1943-

80, active channel widths appeared to change, in a

downstream progression, as the result of a large storm

(150-yr recurrence interval) in 1951. The storm caused

large-scale hilislope erosion, resulting in a wave of

sediment that widened the channel as it moved through the

system over the 37 year study period. This large sediment

influx was primarily due to land use, in conjunction with

the occurrence of a large storm.

An in-depth study of changes in the Willamette River

channel (Sedell and Froggatt, 1984) continued the work on

historical changes in large rivers. Records of the Federal

Land Survey conducted in the 1850's were used, along with

Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) records of snag removal, to

8
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document changes in the stream channel.

The Willamette River was composed of numerous

channels, sloughs, and backwaters, along with a broad,

diverse riparian forest in 1854. In 1868 the ACOE began

removing snags, and confining the Willamette to a single

channel for navigation. Over 65,000 snags and streamside

trees were removed from 1870-1950. The shoreline length

was reduced 75 and the river was essentially disconnected

from the riparian forest. The riparian forest was also

removed to increase land for agricultural production.

Sedell and Froggatt showed how a once highly-complex stream

system had been degraded and simplified to where it showed

little resemblance of its past form or function.

In 1988, Grant described a Riparian Aerial

Photographic Inventory of Disturbance technique (RAPID).

This methodology used aerial photos to assess spatial and

temporal channel changes, using alterations in riparian

canopy openings as indicators of changing channel

conditions. The theory contends that chronically or

recently disturbed stream reaches are readily identifiable.

Disturbed riparian canopies have distinct patterns that can

be linked to specific processes. For example, mass

failures (debris flows and landslides) would be

distinguished by direct linkage to the stream channel, with

continuous widening of the riparian canopy below the

initiation site.

Grant (1988) examined the photo record for the

Brietenbush River in Western Oregon from 1959-79. The

headwaters of the basin were in wilderness, while the lower

portions of the basin are managed for timber production by

the USDA Forest Service. Intensive salvage logging of the

riparian corridor below the wilderness occurred from 1960-

1985. In 1959, the width of the riparian opening was about

twice as large in the wilderness section as compared to the
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area below. By 1967, the entire channel had widened, most

notably in the lower section. The widening of the active

channel was most likely caused by a large storm in 1964

(recurrence interval 100 years). From 1972-79, channel

widths decreased in the wilderness section, probably due to

the growth of riparian vegetation in the flooded areas.

The area below the wilderness showed substantial widening.

The probable cause was listed as riparian timber salvage in

conjunction with a major storm in 1977.

Ryan and Grant (1991) used the RAPID technique (Grant

1988) to assess the impact of timber harvest in the Elk

River Basin. The method used widening of riparian canopies

as an indicator of widening stream channels. Aerial photos

were examined for the period 1956-1979. The authors

assumed that downstream changes in channel morphology, as

indicated by widening of riparian canopies (open reaches),

were linked to timber harvesting when newly-formed open

reaches extended upstream to clearcuts and roads.

The 1991 study by Ryan and Grant showed that on lower-

order channels, open reaches associated with clearcuts and

roads increased 30-fold over the 23 year study period. On

higher-order streams, changes in open canopy reaches could

not be linked to upsiope harvesting activities. The

researchers hypothesized that the limited response in

higher-order channels was due to three factors: (1) minimal

debris flows in most of the basin, (2) most channels were

constrained by the hillslope limiting the potential for

widening, and (3) low timber harvest at the time of the

1964 flood.



Introduction

In 1980, the U.S. Congress created the Northwest Power

Planning Council (NPPC) and directed it to develop a

program to protect, mitigate for, and enhance anadromous

fish populations affected by the development of hydropower

in the Colu.rnbia River Basin (NPPC, 1986). The Columbia

River Basin Fish and Wildlife Plan states that "it is the

interim goal of the Council to double the size of annual

salmon and steelhead runs from current levels of 2.5

million to 5 million" (NPPC, 1987), over a ten year period

beginning with the adoption of the plan. A major emphasis

has been to assess the loss of anadromous fish habitat and

determine opportunities for habitat restoration.

Current estimates of the loss of anadromous fish

habitat in the Columbia River Basin were based on a series

of reports published from 1949-1952 by the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service. The reports were brief, qualitative

accounts of over 8000 km of stream surveys conducted by the

Bureau of Fisheries (BOF, now National Marine Fisheries

Service) from 1934-1946 (Bryant, 1949; Bryant and

Parkhurst, 1950; Parkhurst, 1950a-c; Parkhurst et al.,

1950)

The purpose of the Bureau of Fisheries survey was to

determine the "present condition of the various tributaries

with respect to their availability and usefulness for the

migration, breeding, and rearing of migratory salmon and

steelhead" (Craig and Hacker, 1940; Rich, 1948). Despite

their brevity, these BOF reports have formed the basis for

estimating fish habitat losses and conditions in the

Columbia River Basin (Fulton, 1968, 1970; Thompson, 1976;

NPPC, 1986)

11
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Recently, the field notebooks from the BOF surveys

were discovered. The data is now archived and stored in

the Forest Science DataBank at Oregon State University

(Stafford et al., 1984; 1988). These records are the

earliest and most comprehensive documentation available of

the condition and extent of anadromous fish habitat before

hydropower development in the Columbia River Basin. They

provide the baseline data for quantifying changes and

setting a benchmark for future restoration of anadromous

fish habitat throughout the Basin.

In 1990, the upper portion of the Grande Ronde River

Basin, a major tributary to the Snake River, was resurveyed

to determine the usefulness of the BOF data f or documenting

changes in anadromous fish habitat. The historical survey

and the 1990 resurvey inventoried streams according to pool

and substrate characteristics. Pools were classified by

six size- and depth-classes, and substrate was divided into

four size-classes.

Pools and substrate composition are important to

anadromous salmonids for all phases of their freshwater

ecology. Pools provide rearing habitat for juvenile fish,

resting habitat for adult fish prior to spawning, and

refugia for adults and juveniles from catastrophic events;

such as drought, fire, and winter-icing (Sedell et al.,

1990). Substrate composition is important in influencing

the quantity and extent of spawning habitat, provides

summer and winter cover for juvenile fish, and influences

aquatic biological production. A considerable body of

literature has demonstrated the detrimental effect of fine

sediments on salmonid reproduction (for review, see Everest

et al., 1987; Chapman, 1988).

Changes in the pool and substrate composition of

stream habitat are also a biodiversity issue. Research on
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Oregon coastal streams (Reeves et al., in press) has shown

that species diversity within logged basins was lower than

in similar streams that were unharvested. The loss of

stream habitat diversity due to land-use practices has

altered fish community composition and reduced species

diversity (Bisson and Sedell, 1984; Bisson et al., in

press).

The Basin was classified based on geomorphic

characteristics of reach types. Stream classification is

fundamental to understanding and predicting the variability

associated with natural and human-induced processes on

stream systems (Warren, 1979; Hall and Knight, 1981; and

Frissell et al., 1986). The use of classification as a

physical template for characterizing stream habitat, along

with land-use history and stream discharge records, can

provide a comprehensive tool for understanding the spatial

and temporal variability in fish habitat.

The Bureau of Fisheries survey is unique because it is

the only long-term data set that quantifies fish habitat in

a manner that is replicable over time; no other similar

work is known to exist. Other surveys, such as Thompson

and Haas (1960), inventoried extensive areas in a manner

that was mostly qualitative, subjectively estimating

physical characteristics like bank cover and stream

shading. Spawning, rearing, and resting habitat were not

systematically quantified to allow comparisons over time.

The Thompson and Haas survey was followed up by Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) surveys in the early

1970's, and again in the mid-l980's. The problem with all

three of the ODFW surveys is that the methodology does not

provide data that is comparable over time. Data collected

in these surveys were based on estimates with no

standardized criteria defining habitat characteristics.

More recent work has used the aerial photograph record
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to evaluate how stream channels have changed (Beschta,

1983ab; Lyons and Beschta, 1983; Grant, 1988; and Ryan and

Grant, 1991). These studies have been invaluable for

examining the cumulative effect of land-use practices on

stream channels, but have not quantified the effects on

fish habitat.

Knowledge of the past and present quantity and quality

of anadromous fish habitat in the Columbia River Basin is

essential to any effort to enhance fish populations.

Habitat condition is a key element in monitoring and

evaluating progress towards the doubling goal. Integration

of this information into the Columbia River Fish and

Wildlife Plan can provide the baseline information to

greatly enhance understanding of past, present, and future

habitat conditions in the basin to provide for improved

management decisions. The impetus for this approach

becomes more timely as salmon stocks are proposed for

listing under the Endangered Species Act.

The objectives of this study were: (1) to quantify

changes in stream habitat in the Upper Grande Ronde River

Basin from 1941 to 1990, and (2) characterize and quantify

(where possible) the land-use, stream discharge, and

climate history of the basin.

Study Area

The Upper Grande Ronde River Basin, in the extreme

northeast corner of Oregon, encompasses an area of about

3000 km2 (Figure 1). The river is a major tributary of the

Snake River and extends 342 km from the headwaters to the

mouth. Of this total, about 1/3 was surveyed in 1941. The

basin is characterized by two major drainages, the Grande

Ronde River and Catherine Creek.

About 50 percent of the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin
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is public land managed by the USDA Forest Service (USFS),

with most of this land being mountainous and timbered. The

valley bottoms are predominantly under private ownership

with the primary uses being livestock grazing and

agriculture.

Historically, the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin was a

major producer of anadromous salmonids. The basin

supported large runs of spring chinook (0. tshawytscha),

and summer steelhead (0. mykiss) (NPPC, 1990). These fish

stocks have been reduced to a small fraction of their

predevelopment size. The declines in productivity have

been attributed primarily to juvenile and adult mortality

from passage through Columbia River dams, habitat

degradation, and overexploitation of mixed-stock fisheries

(NPPC, 1986). Within the basin, habitat degradation, both

in-channel and riparian, along with high summer and low

winter water temperatures are considered the most serious

problems. The causes are believed to be stream

channelization, livestock grazing, road building, timber

harvest, and mining (James, 1984; ODFW, 1987; NPPC, 1990).

Land Use Histor'

The available records of land use history for the

Upper Grande Ronde River Basin were examined to

characterize and quantify, where possible, land use

practices prior to and after the 1941 survey. Records of

timber harvest, road construction, and livestock grazing

were available from various sources. More general

information on insect outbreaks, splash dams, and mining

were also used to provide an overview of land-use

practices.

The historical records of timber harvest in Union

County, which closely approximates the Upper Grande Ronde

River Basin, indicates that logging of any significance



began in 1889 (Farnell, 1979). The Smith-Stanley Lumber

Company built a mill 5 miles upstream from La Grande at

Perry in 1889. In 1896 the mill was sold to the Grande

Ronde Lumber Company and records of harvest levels began to

be kept. Harvest levels have varied from 1896 to 1990, but

show a steadily increasing trend (Figure 2). Tiniber

harvest averaged 36 million board feet (mmbf)/year prior to

the 1941 survey (1896-1940) and averaged 98 mrnbf/year from

1941-1990, an increase of 172%.

volume (mmbf)

0 h.

b

;fr

Figure 2. Volume of timber harvested (mmbf) for Union
County, Oregon, all land ownerships, 1896-1990.

Timber harvest on private land was at low levels from

1896 to the mid-1920's, after which harvest began to

increase. From the 1925 to 1950, harvest levels fluctuated

between 11-73 mmbf, averaging 38 mmbf. After 1950, private

industry began intensive salvage operations in response to

insect outbreaks, that have continued to the present day.

Harvest levels ranged from 27-132 mmbf (mean = 52 mmbf)

from 1951 to 1990 (Figure 3)
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Figure 3. Volume of timber harvested (mmbf) on private
land, Union County, Oregon, 1896-1990.
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Figure 4. Volume of timber harvested (nimbf) on public
land, Union County, Oregon, 1949-1990.
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The USFS harvested virtually no timber on the Wallowa-

Whitman National Forest until the late 1940's. Intensive

salvage logging began in the late 1950's in response to

insect outbreaks. The trend from the 1950's to 1989 has

been increasing levels of timber harvest (Figure 4).

The chrono-sequence of aerial photographs in Figure 5

are used to illustrate how timber harvest has proceeded in

the Upper Grande Ronde. From 1937 to 1970, forest cover

does not appear to change significantly, but from the 1970

to the 1987 photo, almost all the upland forests have been

harvested. The intensity of timber harvest from 1970-1987

appears to be a direct response to insect outbreaks in the

Upper Grande Ronde Basin.

While harvest levels have increased over time, the

spatial patterns of harvest must also be considered.

Ownership patterns (Figure 1) show that the USFS manages

higher elevation and headwater portions of the basin, while

the private lands are at lower elevations. Harvest in the

early part of the century was restricted to riparian areas

and the adjacent hillslopes. As the railroad extended its

reach up the basin, more areas became accessible (Farnell,

1979). In the latter part of the century higher elevation

and headwater sections of the basin were accessed as road

construction increased.

Prior to the coming of the railroad and the building

of roads, the Grande Ronde River was a major log driving

river. Splash dams were built on the Grande Ronde River at

Perry and at Vey Meadows, on Dark Canyon, Meadow, and Fly

Creeks (Figure 1), to provide sufficient flow to drive logs

at all seasons (Farnell, 1979). The splash dam at Perry

was the largest, ponding water 1.5 miles upstream (Figure

6). The river and its associated tributaries were used to

drive logs from the late 1800's to 1919. Splash damming

and associated log drives are believed to have devastating



Figure 5. Aerial photographs of Upper Grande Ronde River
from 1937-1987 showing pattern of timber harvest.
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Figure 6. Splash dam on Grande Ronde River at Perry
(Photograph courtesy Grande Ronde Publishing Company)

effects on all forms of aquatic life, along with causing

considerable damage to the stream channel (Sedell et al.,

1991)

By 1919 the Union Pacific Railroad had extended its

tracks to the upper portions of the basin, encompassing the

Grande Ronde River and all the major tributaries. The

improved access allowing more reliable delivery of timber,

eliminating the need f or splash dams and log drives.

Road building activities follow virtually the same

pattern as timber harvest (Figure 7). According to Farnell

(1979) road construction was at minimal levels until the

1920's, as timber was being harvested proximate to the

Grande Ronde River and it's tributaries.

When the USFS began salvage operations in the late

1950's, road building began in earnest. The number of

miles of roads increased steadily from 1957-1978. From

21
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Figure 7. Miles of roads on the Wallowa-Whitrnan National
Forest, 1954-1990.

1978-1989 road mileage more than doubled, going from 4500

miles to almost 10,000. Road densities in the Upper Grande

Ronde, as reported by the Wallowa-Whitinan National Forest,

average 4 miles/mi2 for the basin and 7 miles/mi2 when

roadless areas are excluded. Along the Grande Ronde and

most of its tributaries, roads have encroached upon the

channel or the floodplain greatly constricting the

channel's ability to interact with the floodplain.

Early records of livestock grazing in the Upper Grande

Ronde Basin indicate that the area had been overgrazed by

the 1880's (Skovlin, 1991) . Official records of grazing

use were available from the Wallowa-Whitman National

Forest, covering the period 1911-1990. For the Whitman

portion of the forest, which constitutes the Upper Grande

Ronde River Basin, grazing use by domestic livestock

(cattle and sheep) declined 78 over the period, from a
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Figure 8. Grazing use (Animal Unit Month) by livestock on
the Whitman portion of the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest,
1911-1990.

high of 229,000 animal unit months (aum) in 1911 to a low

of 51,000 aurn in 1990

(Figure 8). The decline in grazing is largely due to the

collapse of the sheep industry in northeast Oregon

(J. Anderson, Wallowa-Whitman National Forest, personal

communication). Cattle grazing now constitutes over 901 of

grazing use from domestic livestock.

While grazing by domestic livestock has been

declining, grazing use by elk appears to have increased.

Elk populations were very low during the early part of the

century due to overhunting. In 1919 elk hunting was closed

and intensive efforts were begun to rebuild the herds.

Records of grazing use by elk began to be kept in 1965,

with the data prior to that based on estimates. The trends

for the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest suggest that while

grazing use by domestic livestock has decreased, this
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Figure 9. Grazing use (AtJN) by livestock and elk on the
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest, 1911-1990.

reduction may be compensated to some degree by increased

elk use. These trends suggest that grazing intensity has

stayed fairly constant since 1945 (Figure 9).

The influences of stream channelization are also

evident in the Upper Grande Ronde Basin. Stream

channelization projects were conducted by the Soil

Conservation Service, Bureau of Reclamation, and the Union

County Soil and Water Conservation District. The projects

attempted to protect private property from flooding by

flockingtl the stream channel in place with rip-rap and

levees. The periods of most intensive activity were often

in response to major floods, such as the 1964 flood.

The Mccoy Meadows area in the Upper Grande Ronde is

illustrated in Figure 10. McCoy Creek was channelized in

response to the 1964 flood, as shown in the abrupt

transition from the 1964 pre-flood photograph to the 1970

24





Figure 11. Aerial photographs of the Grande Ronde River at Island City from 1937-
1971 showing the effects of channelization and the removal of riparian forests.
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photo. What was once a highly complex and dynamic meadow

stream ecosystem, has been degraded to a single stream

channel, isolated from any interaction with its floodplain.

The area above the road (middle of picture) was

subsequently channelized between 1970 and 1980.

The Grande Ronde River valley has also been highly

influenced by channelization. Figure 11 shows an area east

of La Grande. The main channel of the Grande Ronde River

is in the top half of the photo, while a secondary channel

is in the lower half. From 1937-1956, the riparian forest

along the main channel was completely removed to expand

croplands, while riparian vegetation associated with the

secondary channel was incrementally removed from 1937-1971.

The main channel was isolated from secondary channels and

straightened throughout the sequence of photos.

Mining for gold in the headwaters of the Upper Grande

Ronde River has significantly altered the river and its

floodplain. Extensive mine tailings from dredging are

located throughout the upper sections, constricting the

channel and providing a continuous source of sediment. It

is ironic that, because the tailings are a part of a

national historic site, they are off-limits to alteration

or channel rehabilitation. When this section was surveyed

in 1941, the surveyors noted (from field notes for 1941 BOF

survey) that:

"The operations of the Indiana Mine have
certainly raised havoc with the upper portions of
the river. In a great many instances the river
is present in sound only. It was possible, at
the time of the survey, to drive a car up the
middle of the stream bed. What was left of the
river was flowing, out of sight, underneath the
rubble. Dredging and filling has put the rubble
on top of the water. At any rate they have left
a monument that will remain a dirty blot on the
landscape for years to come".



Figure 12. Photograph showing the impacts of mining on the
Upper Grande Ronde River in (A) 1941 and (B) 1990.
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A photograph taken by the 1941 Bureau of Fisheries

survey shows the devastation brought upon this section of

the river (Figure 12A). This same sight was re-

photographed during the 1990 survey (Figure 12B). While

evidence of recovery is visible, such as a beaver dam and

the reestablishment of a channel, the mine tailings are

still constraining the river throughout most of the reach.

The history of insect and disease outbreaks and their

effect on forest health is well documented for the Blue

Mountains of northeast Oregon (Wickman, 1991). In the

early 1900's, an epidemic outbreak of mountain pine beetle

resulted in the first large-scale insect control project in

the western United States, the Northeastern Oregon Bark

Beetle Control Project from 1910-11 (Wickman, 1987; Burke,

1990). The combined effect of prolonged drought and over-

mature pine stands are believed to have set the stage for

extensive mortality (Wickman, 1991). At this point, insect

outbreaks were not the result of management practices.

From the early 1900's to the present a series of

events combined to cause the current condition of declining

forest health. The USFS began an active program of fire

suppression in 1906. Despite intensive control programs,

pine beetle outbreaks continued to cause extensive

mortality in pine stands till the 1930's. Logging of

virgin pine stands increased rapidly due to demand and the

timber owners' decision to harvest the trees before the

insects destroyed their value as lumber. Stands were

actively converted from ponderosa pine and western larch to

true-fir and Douglas-fir. Without periodic ground fires to

thin the fir stands, they became highly vulnerable to a

host of insects not noted before in the Blue Mountains

(Wickman, 1991)

In 1947, western spruce budworm and Douglas-fir

tussock moth outbreaks began in fir stands and have
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continued to the present, affecting millions of acres. The

pine stands that did regenerate in the early part of the

century suffered epidemic mountain pine beetle outbreaks in

the 1970's (Wickman, 1991). Over the course of this

century, millions of acres of forestland in northeast

Oregon have been repeatedly attacked by a variety of

insects, leaving a landscape that is suffering declining

forest health on what Wicknian termed "a mega scale".



Materials and Methods

The 1941 survey inventoried 158 km of streams in the

Upper Grande Ronde River Basin (Figure 1, Table 1). These

streams were resurveyed during the summer of 1990 and form

the basis of this study. Land-use, climate, and stream

discharge records were examined to characterize, and

quantify, where possible, the history of disturbance in the

basin. The disturbance history was analyzed to identify

potential causal mechanisms for changes in fish habitat.
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Table Streams and distance surveyed (km) in the Upper1.

Stream Habitat Surveys

Data for the BOF survey were systematically collected at

continuous 100-rn intervals, as determined by pacing, for

the entire section surveyed. Within each 100-rn unit, the

surveyors estimated mean wetted width, bottom substrate

composition by size classes, and the counted the number of

pools by size-class (Rich, 1948). Substrate was classified

according to size-class and percentage per class. The

Grande Ronde River Basin, 1941 and 1990.

Stream Distance Surveved(km)
Grande Ronde River 73.4
Catherine Creek 30.7
South Fork Catherine Creek 3.3
North Fork Catherine Creek 6.6
Five Points Creek 2.8
Rock Creek 2.2
Jordan Creek 3.1
Beaver Creek 3.4
Meadow Creek 18.6
McCoy Creek 4.7
Sheep Creek 9.1
TOTAL 157.9



size-classes were:

large rubble = >150 mm
medium rubble = 75-150 mm
small rubble = 6-75 mm
fines = <6mm

Pools were classified by size and depth. The classes

were:

Si: >40-rn2 area and >2 m depth
20- to 40-rn2 area and 1-2 m depth
20- to 40-m2 area and 0.7 to 1.0-rn depth
20- to 40-m2 and > 2 m depth

S6: small pools in cascades and behind boulders.

Areas previously surveyed were resurveyed using the

Hankin-Reeves method (Hankin and Reeves, 1988) for stream

inventories. This sampling technique stratifies streams

according to channel units (for example; pool, riffle, and

glide) and uses ocular estimations to quantify physical

dimensions, such as length and active width. Channel units

are based on morphological characteristics, not an

arbitrary length as used in the historical survey.

Substrate was estimated using the same size-classes as

the 1941 survey, but at intervals of individual channel

units, as compared to the 100-rn increments in 1941. Using

the Hankin-Reeves method replicates the 1941 survey and

insures compatibility with standardized stream inventory

procedures adopted for the Pacific Northwest (USDA Forest

Service, 1991)

Stream Classification

To understand the variability among and between

streams, a further classification was based on geomorphic

characteristics. This approach uses the principle that the

32
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physical and biological characteristics of streams are

integrative of the landscape through which they flow

(Vannote et al., 1980).

Reach types are delineated by the type and degree of

local constraint the hillslope places on the stream channel

(Gregory et al,, 1991). Unconstrained reaches occur where

the valley floor width is greater than two active channel

widths. They lack lateral constraint, allowing the stream

channel to migrate across the valley floor, interacting

with the riparian vegetation, creating complex, highly

braided stream networks. Riparian vegetation, such as

Salix spp., tends to be adapted to fluvial conditions,

further enhancing its ability to interact with the stream

channel. Constrained reaches--the valley floor width is

less than two active channel widths- -have limited lateral

mobility because of geologic or artificial features

constricting the stream channel. These reaches tend to

have straight, single channels with riparian vegetation

similar to hillslope communities. Reach types were

determined from 7.5-minute United States Geological Survey

(USGS) topographic maps and refined using 1:20,000 aerial

photography.

Stream Discharge and Climate Records

Discharge records from the La Grande (USGS #13319000),

Union (USGS #13320000), and Rondowa (USGS #13332500) gaging

stations (Figure 1) were analyzed for the study period

(1941-1990) and the period of record to determine trends in

annual, peak, and base discharge, along with the timing of

peak discharges. The La Grande and Union gages neasure

primarily undiverted, natural streamf lows, while the

Rondowa gage is influenced by irrigation withdrawals.

Annual discharge was based on mean annual discharge.
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The instantaneous annual peak discharge was determined from

peak flow files provided by USGS. Base discharge was

calculated from the mean of the 10 lowest continuous days

f or the water year. The timing of peak discharge was based

on the Julian day on which the peak occurred. Linear

regression was used to determine temporal trends in the

stream discharge record.

The climate record was examined using data from

several stations (Figure 1) for the period 1900-1990.

Precipitation and temperature trends were determined from

stations located in La Grande (National Weather Service

#4615) and Union (NWS #8746). Mean annual, summer (May-

September), and winter (December-May) precipitation were

calculated. Winter precipitation was calculated because it

is the major component of annual precipitation in the

northeastern Oregon, with little rainfall coming during the

summer months (Higgins et al., 1989).

Snowpack data for the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin

was from the Beaver Creek watershed (Soil Conservation

Service SCS #18D22, 1938-1990); Schneider Meadows (SCS

#17D08, 1941-1990) and Bald Mountain (SCS # 17Db, 1960-

1990) were used for the Catherine Creek drainage. Annual

trends in snowpack, based on the April 1 water equivalent

(we), were evaluated using linear regression.

The various climatic and stream discharge stations

were chosen to examine patterns for the two major drainage

basins in the Upper Grande Ronde Basin, Catherine Creek and

the Upper Grande Ronde River. The two drainages vary in

size, drainage pattern, and source area. Catherine Creek

has a drainage area of 272 km2. drains from the northeast to

southwest, and has its source in the Wallowa Mountains.

The Upper Grande Ronde River has a drainage area of 1756

km2, drains from the south to the north, and has its source

in the Elkhorn Mountains.
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Data from the gaging station at Rondowa were used to

determine trends for the larger Grande Ronde River Basin

(drainage area = 6618 km2) to provide a comparison with

trends observed in the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin.

Comparing the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin with the

Grande Ronde River Basin will determine if trends observed

in the upper basin are typical of the basin as a whole, or

anomalous.



Results

Stream Habitat Surveys

The 1990 resurvey was compared with the 1941 survey to

determine changes in pool and substrate composition in the

Upper Grande Ronde River Basin.

Pools. Analysis of changes in pooi composition were

based on large pools (size-classes Si and S2) and total

pools (size-classes S1-S4). In order to account for

variation in the total population of pools counted in each

survey, descriptive statistics c, s, S2, 951 CI, and CV (ie.

s/5c) are reported. To account for hydrologic variability

and provide a conservative estimate of changes in pool

frequencies, the pool data were intentionally biased by

discarding marginal pools from the 1941 survey and

including marginal pools in the 1990 survey. In the 1941

survey, marginal pools were those noted as being shallow or

small and were not included in the analysis. Marginal

pools added to the 1990 total were >0.5-rn in depth for

total pools, and >0.8-m in depth for large pools.

The frequencies of total pools/km in 1941 for the

Grande Ronde River and associated tributaries were quite

diverse, ranging from 3.8 to 26.2/km (j. = 12.2/1cm, a =

±6.6) (Table 2). In 1990, pool frequencies ranged from 1.4

to 7.4/km ( = 4.3/km. a = ±1.7) (Table 2) . The loss in

total pools/km ranged from 43 to 831 (Table 2), with a mean

of 651. One stream, Five Points Creek, showed a slight

improvement (3.8 to 3.9 p0015/1cm). In 1941, pool

frequencies were highly variable among the different

streams (a2 = 43.9), while the 1990 survey showed that

stream habitat had become less diverse (a2 = 2.8).

Changes in the frequency of large pools showed a

similar pattern as total pools. In 1941, large pool
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frequencies ranged from 0.0 to 14.9/km ( = 6.2/km, ci =

±4.8) (Table 3). The frequency of large pools varied

between 0.0 and 7.0 (.L = 2.0/km, = ±1.8) (Table 3) in

1990. This represents a loss of large pools from 20 to

89%, with a mean of 68%. Five Points Creek and Jordan

Creek showed no Change, while Rock Creek showed a slight

improvement (0.0 to 0.9 large pools/km). There is a

Table 3. Changes in the number of large pools/km for the
Upper Grande Ronde River Basin, 1941 and 1990.

1941 1990 Percent
Stream (* 1km) (*1km) Chancre
Rock Creek 0.0 0.9 +90%
Five Points Creek 1.6 1.6 NC
Jordan Creek 0.0 0.0 NC
Meadow Creek 2.5 2.0 -20%
Sheep Creek 14.9 7.0 -53%
Catherine Creek 9.3 3.6 -61%
N. Fork Catherine Creek 5.4 1.7 -69%
Grande Ronde River 3.8 1.1 -71%
McCoy Creek 9.4 1.7 -82%
S. Fork Catherine Creek 11.2 1.5 -87%
Beaver Creek 10.3 1.1 -89%

x 6.2 2.0 -68%
s 4.8 1.8

2 23.2 3.2
CV 0.77 0.90

95% CI 8.1-16.3 3.2-5.4
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Table 2. Changes in the number of pools/km for
Grande Ronde River Basin, 1941 and 1990.

the Upper

1941
Stream (*1km)

1990
(*1km)

Percent
Chancre

Five Points Creek 3.8 3.9 +3%
N. Fork Catherine Creek 5.6 3.2 -43%
Rock Creek 12.0 6.4 -47%
Meadow Creek 7.3 3.5 -52%
S. Fork Catherine Creek 11.8 4.9 59%
Catherine Creek 12.7 4.2 -67%
Jordan Creek 26.2 7.4 -72%
McCoy Creek 19.1 5.1 -73%
Grande Ronde River 6.3 1.4 -78%
Beaver Creek 16.9 2.8 -83%

x 12.2 4.3 -65%
s 6.6 1.7
52 43.9 2.8
CV 0.54 0.4

95%CI 8.1-16.3 3.2-5.4
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substantial loss in the variability of large pools from

1941 (v.2 = 23.2) to 1990 (0.2 = 3.2), further emphasizing the

trend towards less diverse stream habitat.

The Upper Grande Ronde River Basin was classified by

reach types (Figure 13) to determine how pool frequencies

had changed over time in a geomorphic context. The

frequency of total poois decreased 67% (9.1 to 3.01km) for

unconstrained reaches and 65% (7.7 to 2.71km) for

constrained reaches (Figure 14). Total poois ranged from

0.0 to 27.1/km (,a = 9.1/km. a = ±7.6) for unconstrained

reaches (Table 4), and from 0.0 to 25.7 (a = 7.7/km,

a = ±6.5) (Table 5) for constrained reaches in 1941. In

1990, total pools varied from 0.0 to 7.5/km ( = 3.0/km, a

= ±2.5) for unconstrained reaches (Table 4) and 0.0 to

8.5/km (u = 2.7/km. a = ±2.1) for constrained reaches

(Table 5). The variability in pool frequencies declined

number of pools/km
14

12

10

8

6

unconstrained constrained
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Figure 14. Changes in the number of pools/km by reach type
for the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin, 1941 and 1990.
Error bars denote 95% Confidence Intervals f or the mean.
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Table 4. Total number of pools/km for unconstrained
reaches, 1941 and 1990.

Reach Length Total Pools/km Percent
Stream Number (kin) 1941 1990 Change
Grande Ronde River 1 5.6 8.8 1.1 -88%

2 1.3 1.5 0.8 -47%
3 2.2 1.3 0.5 -61%
4 1.2 2.6 0.8 -31%
5 4.4 0.9 1.4 -56%
6 2.4 5.2 0.0 -100%
7 2.5 1.9 0.0 -100%
8 3.7 7.7 0.8 -90%
9 1.4 3.4 0.7 -79%

10 0.9 0.0 0.0 NC
11 9.5 13.1 3.3 -75%

Five Points Creek 15 2.8 3.8 3.9 +3%
Rock Creek 16 1.0 15.8 7.0 -56%
Jordan Creek 17 1.1 27.1 5.5 -80%
Beaver Creek 18 1.8 16.3 4.4 -73%
Meadow Creek 19 2.4 10.9 7.5 -31%

21 3.2 5.9 3.1 -48%
McCoy Creek 20 2.1 24.3 5.7 -77%
Catherine Creek 23 6.2 17.3 6.6 -62%

24 7.0 14.1 4.0 -82%
25 3.1 10.0 5.8 -42%

Total Length =74.8 9.1 3.0 -67%
a 7.6 2.5
ii2 57.9 6.4

CV 0.84 0.83
95% CI 5.8-12.4 1.9-4.1

Table 5. Total number of pools/km for constrained reaches,
1941 and 1990.

CV 0.84 0.78
95% CI 5.0-10.4 1.8-3.6
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Reach Length
Stream Number (km)

Total Pools/km
1941 1990

Percent
Change

GrandeRondeRiver 1 11.2 9.7 0.9 -91%
2 3.2 0.3 0.3 NC
3 0.8 0.0 2.4 +240%
4 0.8 0.0 1.3 +130%
5 2.7 0.5 0.4 -20%
6 0.3 4.0 0.0 -100%
7 2.9 3.4 0.3 -91%
8 8.4 2.0 1.6 -20%
9 2.5 9.1 1.6 -82%

10 1.3 0.0 0.8 +80%
11 4.2 15.9 5.0 -69%

Rock Creek 16 1.2 6.2 5.8 -7%
Jordan Creek 17 2.0 25.7 8.5 -67%
Beaver Creek 18 1.6 17.7 3.1 -82%
Meadow Creek 19 2.1 13.2 1.9 -86%

21 7.5 4.8 2.0 -58%
22 3.4 6.2 5.3 -15%

McCoy Creek 20 2.6 11.1 4.6 -59%
Catherine Creek 23 1.6 13.3 2.5 -81%

24 7.5 11.8 3.3 -72%
25 5.3 5.4 2.5 -54%

N Fk Catherine Creek 26 6.6 5.6 3.2 -43%
S Fk Catherine Creek 25 3.3 11.8 4.9 -58%

Total Length = 83.0 7.7 2.7 -65%
a 6.5 2.1
2 42.4 4.4
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f or both unconstrained (a2 = 57.9 to 6.4) and constrained

reaches (a2 = 42.4 to 4.4) from 1941 to 1990.

The frequency of large podis declined 61% (5.0 to

2.01km) for unconstrained reaches and 67% (3.6 to 1.21km)

for constrained reaches (Figure 15). In 1941, the

frequency of large pools ranged from 0.0-15.5/km

(/2 = 5.1/km1 a = ±5.1) for unconstrained reaches (Table 6)

and 0.0-11.8/km (/1 = 3.6/km, a = ±3.7) for constrained

reaches (Table 7). The frequency of large poois ranged

from 0.0-7.0/km ( = 2.0/km, a = ±2.0) for unconstrained

reaches (Table 6) and 0.0-2.9/km (/2 = 1.2/km, a = ±1.0) for

constrained reaches (Table 7) in 1990. There was a

significant loss in variability for both unconstrained (a2 =

25.7 to 4.2) and constrained reaches (a2 = 14.0 to 1.0) from

1941 to 1990.

number of large pools/km

Figure 15. Changes in the number of large pools/km by
reach type for the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin, 1941 and
1990. Error bars denote 95% Confidence Intervals for the
mean.
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Table 6. Number of large pools/km for unconstrained
reaches, 1941 and 1990.

Reach Length Large Pools/km Percent
Stream Number (km) 1941 1990 Change
Grande Ronde River 1 5.6 8.6 1.1 -87%

2 1.3 1.5 0.8 -47%
3 2.2 1.3 0.0 -100%
4 1.2 2.6 0.8 -69%
5 4.4 0.9 1.1 +22%
6 2.4 5.2 0.0 -100%
7 2.5 1.9 0.0 -100%
8 3.7 7.2 0.8 -89%
9 1.4 3.4 0.7 -79%

10 0.9 0.0 0.0 NC
11 9.5 3.0 3.2 +7%

Five Points Creek 15 2.8 1.6 1.6 NC
Rock Creek 16 1.0 0.0 2.0 +200%
Jordan Creek 17 1.1 0.0 0.0 NC
Beaver Creek 18 1.8 12.2 2.3 -81%
Meadow Creek 19 2.4 2.6 5.9 +127%

21 3.2 0.4 1.3 +225%
McCoy Creek 20 2.1 14.3 1.9 -87%
Sheep Creek 22 9.0 14.9 7.0 -53%
Catherine Creek 23 6.2 15.5 5.8 -63%

24 7.0 6.2 3.6 -42%
25 3.1 9.7 4.2 -57%

Total Length 74.8 1 5.1 2.0 -61%
a 5.1 2.0

2 25.7 4.2
CV 1.0 1.0

95% CI 3.0-7.2 1.2-2.8

Table Number of large pools/km for constrained7.

CV 1.03 0.83
95% CI 2.1-5.1 0.8-1.6
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1941 and 1990.
Reach Length Large Pools/km Percent

Stream Number 0-rn) 1941 1990 Change
Grande Ronde River 1 11.2 7.6 0.8 -90%

2 3.2 0.3 0.3 NC
3 0.8 0.0 2.4 +240%
4 0.8 0.0 1.3 + 130%
5 2.7 0.0 0.4 +40%
6 0.3 4.0 0.0 -100%
7 2.9 2.4 0.3 -88%
8 8.4 1.6 1.0 -38%
9 2.5 7.6 0.4 -95%

10 1.3 0.0 0.0 NC
11 4.2 0.0 2.9 +290%

Rock Creek 16 1.2 0.0 0.0 NC
Jordan Creek 17 2.0 0.0 0.0 NC
Beaver Creek 18 1.6 7.9 0.6 -92%
Meadow Creek 19 2.1 1.4 0.5 -64%

21 7.5 2.7 1.2 -56%
22 3.4 5.2 2.9 -44%

McCoy Creek 20 2.6 1.7 1.6 -6%
Catherine Creek 23 1.6 11.8 1.9 -84%

24 7.5 8.4 2.8 -67%
25 5.3 2.9 2.1 -28%

N Fk Catherine Creek 26 6.6 5.4 1.7 -69%
SFkCatherineCreek 25 3.3 11.2 1.5 87%

Total Length 83.0 1 3.6 1.2 -67%
s 3.7 1.0
2 14.0 1.0



Substrate Composition. One significant failure of

both surveys is the lack of an error term f or estimates of

substrate composition. Both the 1941 and 1990 figures are

not corrected for observer bias, eliminating any means of

quantifying the variability associated with the estimates.

This limits the usefulness of the data to elucidate trends

in substrate composition.

In the Upper Grande Ronde River, minor changes were

found in large rubble (>150mm) and fines (<6mm), with a

shift in dominant substrate from medium rubble (75-150mm)

to small rubble (6-75mm) (Figure 16). Analysis by reach

types showed the same trends (Figure 17). For Catherine

Creek, no change occurred in large rubble and medium

rubble, but a large decrease in fines and subsequent

increase in small rubble were found (Figure 18). The

pattern was the same when Catherine Creek was classified by

reach types (Figure 19).
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Figure 16. Mean substrate composition of the Upper Grande
Ronde River in 1941 and 1990 showing shift in dominant
substrate from 75-150mm to 6-75mm.
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Figure 17. Mean substrate composition by reach type for
the Upper Grande Ronde River in 1941 and 1990.
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Figure 18. Mean substrate composition of Catherine Creek
in 1941 and 1990.
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Figure 19. Mean substrate composition by reach type for
Catherine Creek in 1941 and 1990.

Shifts in substrate composition were examined for the

tributaries in the Upper Grande Ronde. For five of the six

streams, small rubble increased substantially while medium

rubble declined from 1941 to 1990 (Table 8). Substrate

composition is apparently shifting throughout the basin,

with the tributaries channeling finer substrates to the

main channel. A change in the size of substrate apparently

indicates a change in the size of bedload transported by

the stream (Heede, 1980)

The analysis of mean substrate composition indicated

no change in fine sediments in the Upper Grande Ronde River

and substantial decreases in Catherine Creek. To detect

changes in the spatial distribution of fine sediments over

time, the percent surface fines for individual channel

units were plotted from the downstream to upstream extent

of the Upper Grande Ronde River. These lines were smoothed
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SR = small rubble, MR = medium rubble

using running averages (± 5 data points) to minimize

variability and elucidate pattern.

This spatial analysis indicated that surface fines

(< 6mm) in the headwater portions (upstream of 55 km) of

the Upper Grande Ronde River are currently in excess of 20%

of the substrate composition (Figure 20). Surface fines

greater than 20% are generally recognized as being

detrimental to salmonid reproduction (Everest et al.,

1987). The surface fines detected in the 1990 survey may

have been the result of a fire/flash flood event in 1989

that introduced a substantial volume of fine substrates to

the stream channel.

The high level of surface fines in the headwaters of

the Grande Ronde River may be especially critical to spring

chinook, since this area is their major spawning habitat.

Whether these high levels of surface fines are persistent

through time or are flushed from the system during high

flows is an important question, along with the availability

of alternative spawning habitat.
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Table 8. Shift in the percent of bottom substrate
composition for tributaries of the Upper Grande Ronde River
Basin, above La Grande, 1941 and 1990.

Stream
1941 1990

SR SR Change
1941 1990

MR MR Change
Five Points Creek 21% 331 + 43% 351 -

Rock Creek 18% 29% + 471 341 -

Jordan Creek 37% 471 + 47% 271 -

Beaver Creek 23% 30% + 461 341 -

Meadow Creek 22% 41% + 46% 351 -

McCoy Creek 26% 431 + 41% 461 +
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Figure 20. Percent surface fines (<6mm) for the Upper
Grande Ronde River, 1941 and 1990.
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Stream Discharge and Climate Records

Upper Grande Ronde River Watershed. Temporal trends

in base discharge, annual precipitation, and winter

precipitation were significant (p < 0.05) for both the

period of record (1904-1990) and the survey period (1941-

1990). The timing of peak discharge was significant for

the period of record (1904-1990), while April 1 snowpack

(we) was significant for the survey period (1941-1990).

Annual and peak discharges, along with summer precipitation

and annual temperature showed no significant trends (p >

0.05) for the survey period or the period of record

(Appendix, Figures 1-8). There was no significant trend in

the timing of peak flows (Appendix Figure 9) for the survey

period (1941-1990). Regression coefficients for the

various analyses are in Tables 9 and 10, along with

Appendix Table 1.

Base discharge showed an increasing trend for the

period of record (1904-1990, R2 = 0.18, p < 0.01, Figure 21)

and the survey period (1941-1990, R2 = 0.14, p < 0.01,

Figure 22). Using the fitted regression line this

represents an increase in the average base discharge of 86%

(14 to 26 cfs) for the period of record and 51% (18.5 to 28

cfs) for the survey period.

The timing of peak discharge appears to have shifted

to earlier in the year for the period of record (1904-1989,

R2 = 0.07, p < 0.05, Figure 23). The fitted regression line

indicates that the peak flow may be occurring as much as 30

days earlier in the year, moving from April 10th to March

A similar trend is evident for the survey period

(Appendix, Figure 9), but is not significant. Four years

(1934, 1946, 1947, and 1959) were excluded from the

analysis. All four years had peak flows during December

(data based on water year, October 1 to September 30).
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Figure 21. Trend in base discharge for the Upper Grande
Ronde River, 1904-1990.

Base Discharge - Trend

Figure 22. Trend in base discharge for the Upper Grande
Ronde River, 1941-1990.
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Figure 23. Trend in the timing of peak discharge based on
Julian day for the Upper Grande Ronde River, 1904-1989.
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Figure 24. Trend in mean annual precipitation at
La Grande, 1904-1990.
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Figure 25. Trend in mean annual precipitation at
La Grande, Oregon, 1941-1990.

The data were eliminated from the analysis because these

events were considered outside the normal hydrologic

regime.

Mean annual precipitation declined over the period of

record (1904-1990, R2 = 0.06, p < 0.05, Figure 24) and the

survey period (1941-1990, R2 = 0.22, p < 0.01, Figure 25)

Similar declines were evident for mean annual winter

precipitation (December-May) for both the period of

record (1904-1990, R2 = 0.07, p < 0.05, Figure 26) and the

survey period (1941-1990, R2 = 0.15, p < 0.01, Figure 27)

Snowpack records were only available for the survey period

(1941-1990), and also indicated a decreasing trend (Figure

28, R2 = 0.10, p < 0.05).

Based on the fitted regression line, mean annual

precipitation decreased 1s (20.5" to 17.5") and mean

annual winter precipitation decreased 161 (12.5" to 10.5")
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Figure 26. Trend in winter precipitation (December-May) at
La Grande, Oregon, 1904-1990.
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Figure 27. Trend in winter precipitation (December-May) at
La Grande, Oregon, 1941-1990.
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Figure 28. Trend in snowpack (April 1 water equivalent)
for Upper Grande Ronde River watershed, at Beaver Creek,
1941-1990.

from 1904-1990. From 1941-1990 mean annual precipitation

decreased 27% (22" to 16") while mean annual winter

precipitation decreased 31% (13" to 9"). Mean April 1

snowpack (we) declined 27% (15" to 10.5") from 1941-1990.

Catherine Creek Watershed. For the Catherine Creek

gages the only significant trend was in base discharge for

the period of record (1926-1990). The fitted regression

line (Figure 29, R2 = 0.09, p < 0.05) indicates a 25%

increase (20 to 25 cfs) in base discharge. All other

climate and discharge variables showed no significant

trends (Appendix, Figures 10-26).

Grande Ronde River Watershed. There were no

significant trends (p < 0.05) in any of the discharge

variables for the Rondowa gaging station (Appendix, Figures

27-34). This would indicate that the changing discharge

regimes evident in the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin are
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Figure 29. Trend in base discharge for Catherine Creek,
1926-1990.

unique to that portion of the basin. The trends at Rondowa

show no significant changes over time. The data from the

Rondowa gage are influenced by upstream irrigation

withdrawals, to what extent this affects the analysis is

unknown.

Table 9. Summary of regression coefficients for simple
linear regression analysis of climate and stream discharge
data for Upper Grande Ronde River Basin for figures 21-31.
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Figure Watershed
Depcndcnt
Variable

Independent
Variable n p-value slope y-intercept

21 Grande Ronde Base Discharge Year 83 0.18 0.00008 0.14 -249.0

22 Grsnde Ronde Base Discharge Year 50 0.14 0.007 0.19 -358.0

23 Grande konde Timing of Peak Q Year 77 0.07 0.02 -0.34 748.0

24 Grande Ronde Annual Precipit*tion Year 87 0.06 0.02 -0.04 89.0

25 Grsnde Ronde Annual Precipitation Year 50 0.22 0.005 -0.12 258.0

26 Grande Ronde Winter Precipitation Year 87 0.07 0.01 -0.03 67.0

27 Grande Ronde Winter Precipitation Year 50 0.15 0.005 -0.08 164.0

28 Grande Ronde April 1 Snowpack Year 50 0.10 0.02 -0.08 177.0

29 Catherine Creek Base Discharge Year 65 0.09 0.02 0.08 426.0
30 Grande Ronde Base Discharge Summer Precipitation 50 0.24 0.00027 2.5 13.0

31 Catherine Creek Base Discharge Winter Precipitation 65 0.14 0.00191 1.0 15.0
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Analysis at these increasing spatial scales reinforces

the need for a long-term network of stream and climate

stations at varying scales to monitor the spatial and

temporal variability of these variables at both the local

and watershed-level scale.

To examine potential causal mechanisms for the

increases in base discharge, simple linear regression and

stepwise multiple regression were used to determine the

relationship between base discharge and climate variables,

such as winter and summer precipitation and winter and

summer temperature, along with snowpack. The summer period

was defined as the months of June-September, while the

winter period was December-May.

Upper Grande Ronde River Watershed. Base discharge

was significant (R2 = 0.28, p < 0.01, Table 10) relative to

summer precipitation and summer temperature for the period

of record (1904-1990). For the survey period (1941-1990)

base discharge was significantly related (R2 = 0.24,
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Figure 30. Relationship between base discharge and summer
precipitation using simple linear regression, for the Upper
Grande Ronde River, 1941-1990.



p < 0.01) to summer precipitation (Figure 30, Table 9).

Catherine Creek Watershed. Over the period of record

(1926-1990), base discharge was significantly related

(R2 = 0.14, p < 0.01) to winter precipitation (Figure 31,

Table 9). Base discharge was significantly related

(R2 = 0.25, p < 0.01) to winter precipitation and April 1

snowpack for the survey period (1941-1990) (Table 10).
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Figure 31. Relationship between base discharge and winter
precipitation using simple linear regression, Catherine
Creek, 1926-1990.

Table 10. Summary of regression coefficients for stepwise
multiple regression analysis of base discharge related to
climate variables.

Dependent Independent Regression
Drainage Period Variable n B2 Variable p-value Coefficients

Upper Grandc Ronde 1904-1990 Base Discharge 83 0.28 Summer Precipitation 0.0038 1.7
Summer Temperature 0.0012 -1.7
y-intercept 0.0005 123.3

Catherine Creek 1941-1990 Base Discharge 50 0.25 Winter Precipitation 0.014 0.7
April 1 we 0.0097 0.2
y-intercept 0.0001 12.2
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The positive trends in base discharge were

significantly (p < 0.05) related to summer precipitation in

the Upper Grande Ronde River Watershed and winter

precipitation in the Catherine Creek Watershed. These

relationships, however, were poorly explained by the

regression analysis, as demonstrated by the small R2 values.

The poor fit of the regression functions could be the

result of inadequate sampling, i.e. the climate stations

may not be representative of the watersheds, or the

influence of other unaccounted for variables, such as

reduced evapotranspiration due to decreased leaf area from

insect defoliation and timber harvest. Future research

could improve our understanding of the relationship between

base flow, climate, and vegetation by incorporating climate

models and time-series data on leaf area into the analysis.



Discussion

The loss of about 70 of the pool habitat, along with

high levels of fine sediments in the major spawning areas,

demonstrates that anadromous fish habitat in the Upper

Grande Ronde River Basin has been severely degraded by

land-use activities over the past 50 years. Complementary

research on wilderness streams in the Columbia River Basin

has shown little or no change in pool habitat over the same

time period (Sedell and Everest, 1990).

When the loss of pooi habitat is juxtaposed with

previously documented problems of highly degraded riparian

habitat and extreme water temperatures, both winter and

summer, the condition of anadromous fish habitat becomes

much more critical. The changes that have occurred since

1941 in the Upper Grande Ronde Basin indicate that the

cumulative effects of land-use have caused extreme

degradation of stream and riparian habitat on the scale of

a large watershed.

Rearing habitat for juvenile fish and resting habitat

for migrating adults has been severely reduced due to the

loss of pool habitat. Susceptibility to disease and

predation is likely to have increased because fish are

crowded into fewer areas.

Surface fines are at high levels (> 20) throughout

the headwaters of the Upper Grande Ronde River. The

measured levels remain above those currently recognized as

necessary for high egg survivability (< 20 surface fines).

This area represents the primary spawning habitat for the

spring chinook stock in the Upper Grande Ronde, currently

proposed for listing under the Endangered Species Act. The

extremely low return of adults (1990 est. <100, Figure 32),

combined with poor habitat conditions, may represent the

bottleneck for spring chinook in the Upper Grande Ronde.
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Figure 32. Adult spring chinook escapement for the Upper
Grande Ronde River Basin based on 5-year averages from
1964-1990.

Land-use records indicate that domestic livestock

grazing, splash dams and associated log drives, along with

mining significantly impacted anadromous fish habitat prior

to 1941. Since that time these activities have declined,

but their legacy remains and continues to forestall

recovery.

Timber harvest and road construction have increased

substantially since the 1950's, becoming the dominant land

use activities in the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin.

Stream channelization, due to the availability of heavy

equipment after World War II, also greatly reduced stream

habitat diversity throughout many portions of the Upper

Grande Ronde Basin.

Temporal analysis of streamflow and climate records

indicate significant changes in these parameters since
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1904. Base discharge has increased, while annual and

winter precipitation, along with snowpack, have decreased.

The timing of peak discharge appears to have shifted to one

month earlier in the year.

The near doubling in base discharge, while

precipitation has declined, suggests that the increases are

not due to climate. The altered base discharge regime may

be the result of extensive defoliation from insect

infestations and timber harvest. The reduction in moisture

lost to transpiration due to decreased leaf area from

insect defoliation and timber harvest could result in more

precipitation being retained as soil moisture, eventually

being released to the stream channel through subsurface

flow. The higher base flow did not translate into

increased annual discharges. Base flow may be more

sensitive to increased subsurface flow than annual

discharge due to base flow being less than 3 of the annual

water yield.

Change in the timing of peak discharge to 1 month

earlier in the year could also be a result of land use

practices. Research in western Oregon has shown that

snowfall accumulations are greater in clearcuts and melt

earlier due to increased exposure to solar radiation (Harr

1983). The high level of timber harvest in the Upper

Grande Ronde River Basin may have created similar

conditions.

The shift in timing of peak flows may have

implications for the emigration of smolts from the basin,

since their migration is timed largely to peak flows. If

the smolts are forced to migrate earlier, they may not be

physiologically ready, or if they don't migrate, they risk

leaving later when conditions may be uncertain. The

migration of smolts is a highly-evolved process that

represents a critical juncture in the life history of
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anadromous salmonids.

Conventional wisdom holds that the rearing capability

of streams in eastern Oregon is limited by base discharge.

The increased base discharge in the Upper Grande Ronde

River indicates there may be sufficient summer flow, but

the habitat conditions, both in-channel (pools) and

riparian (vegetation), necessary to utilize these increased

base flows are not functional (Elmore and Beschta, 1987;

Sedell and Beschta, 1991).

With this historical perspective on how anadromous

fish habitat has changed, we can begin to identify desired

future conditions and opportunities for restoration.

Viewing the spatial and temporal context of pooi habitat

from 1941-1990 (Figure 33) shows how the habitat is arrayed

along the riverscape. Pools are not distributed evenly

along the stream network, but tend to be grouped in patches

(Sections A-D, Fig. 33).

Apart from section B, these are all unconstrained

reaches, providing the geomorphic context to habitat

distribution. Under natural conditions, section B would

have been considered a semi-constrained reach, but is now

constrained due to the construction of Interstate 90. In

1941, these four reaches represented 40% of the stream

length, but contained 69% of the pool habitat in the Upper

Grande Ronde River. By 1990, these four reaches held 48%

of the pool habitat.

Unconstrained reaches are the most dynamic, complex,

and productive portions of the riverine environment

(Gregory et al., 1991; Sedell et al., 1990.). These

complex and productive habitats are the result of the high

level of interaction between the channel and the associated

floodplain and riparian vegetation. Research in western

Oregon has shown that unconstrained reaches have the

highest levels of biotic productivity (Gregory et al.,
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1989; Lamberti et al., 1989; Moore and Gregory, 1989).

To expedite recovery of stream and riparian habitat,

thus improving anadromous fish habitat, recovery efforts

for the near-term should be focused on unconstrained

reaches. These areas will have the fastest rate of

recovery, along with the accompanying biological

productivity. Efforts should focus on restoring and

enhancing the natural processes that cause these reaches to

be so highly dynamic, complex, and productive.

Restoration of stream and riparian habitat in the

Grande Ronde River Basin will require changes in land

management practices and a long-term commitment to good

watershed stewardship. In the near-term, anadromous fish

stocks need relief from highly unfavorable rearing and

spawning conditions. The emphasis of management should be

focussed on accelerating recovery by sound and biologically

defendable methods. These efforts should be concentrated

on those areas most important to the rearing and spawning

of anadromous salmonids and in no way forestall the long-

term recovery of the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin.
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Appendix Figure 1. Trend in annual discharge for the Upper
Grande Ronde River, l9O4-l99O
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Appendix Figure 2. Trend in annual discharge for the Upper
Grande Ronde River, 1941-199O
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Appendix Figure 3. Trend in peak discharge for the Upper
Grande Ronde River, 1904-1989.
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Appendix Figure 4. Trend in peak discharge for the Upper
Grande Ronde River, 1941-1989.
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Appendix Figure 5. Trend in summer precipitation (May-
September) for La Grande, 1900-1990.
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Appendix Figure 6. Trend in summer precipitation (May-
September) for La Grande, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 7. Trend in annual temperature for La
Grande, 1900-1990.
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Appendix Figure 8. Trend in annual temperature for La
Grande, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 9. Trend in the timing of peak discharge
based on Julian day f or Upper Grande Ronde River, 1941-
1989.
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Appendix Figure 10. Trend in annual discharge for
Catherine Creek, 1912-1990.
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Appendix Figure 11. Trend in annual discharge for
Catherine Creek, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 12. Trend in peak discharge for Catherine

Creek, 1912-1990.
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Appendix Figure 13. Trend in peak discharge for Catherine
Creek, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 14. Trend in base discharge for Catherine
Creek, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 15. Trend in the timing of peak discharge,
based on Julian day, for Catherine Creek, 1912-1990.
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Appendix Figure 16. Trend in the timing of peak discharge,
based on Julian day, for Catherine Creek, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 17. Trend in mean annual precipitation for
Catherine Creek, at Union, 1911-1990.
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Appendix Figure 18. Trend in mean annual precipitation for
Catherine Creek, at Union, 1941-1990.



Appendix Figure 19. Trend in winter precipitation
(December-May) for Catherine Creek, at Union, 1911-1990.
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Appendix Figure 20. Trend in winter precipitation
(December-May) for Catherine Creek, at Union, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 21. Trend in summer precipitation (June-
September) for Catherine Creek, at Union, 1911-1990.
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Appendix Figure 22. Trend in summer precipitation (June-
September) for Catherine Creek, at Union, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 23. Trend in annual temperature for the
Catherine Creek watershed, at Union, 1911-1990.
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Appendix Figure 24. Trend in annual temperature for the
Catherine Creek watershed, at Union, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 25. Trend in April snowpack for Catherine
Creek watershed, at Schneider Meadows, 1941-1990,
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Appendix Figure 26. Trend in April snowpack for Catherine
Creek watershed, at Bald Mountain, 1960-1990.
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Appendix Figure 27. Trend in annual discharge for Grande
Ronde River at Rondowa, 1927-1990.
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Appendix Figure 28. Trend in annual discharge for Grande
Ronde River at Rondowa, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 29. Trend in base discharge f or Grande
Ronde River at Rondowa, 1927-1990.
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Appendix Figure 30. Trend in base discharge for Grande
Ronde River at Rondowa, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 31. Trend in peak discharge for Grande
Ronde River at Rondowa, 1927-1990.
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Appendix Figure 32. Trend in peak discharge for Grande
Ronde River at Rondowa, 1941-1990.
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Appendix Figure 33. Trend in the timing of peak discharge,
based on Julian day, for the Grande Ronde River at Rondowa,
1927-1990.
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Appendix Figure 34. Trend in the timing of peak discharge,
based on Julian day, for the Grande Ronde River at Rondowa,
1941-1990.
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Appendix Table 1. Summary of regression coefficients for
regression analysis of appendix figures 1-34.
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Figure
Dependent
Variable

Independent
Variable n It2 p-value slope v-intercept

A-i Annual Discharge Year 80 0.02 0.21 0.86 -1302.0

A-2 Annual Discharge Year 50 0.01 0.40 1.19 -1937.0

A-3 Peak Discharge Year 81 0.005 0.53 5.70 -7410.0
A-4 Peak Discharge Year 49 0.01 0.44 16.61 -28900.0
A-5 Summer Precipitation Year 87 0.009 0.78 0.002 0.4
A-6 Summer Precipitation Year 50 0.007 0.56 0.009 21.0
A-7 Annual Temperature Year 91 0.003 0.59 0.004 42.0
A-8 Annual Temperature Year 50 0.02 0.37 -0.01 78.0
A-9 Timing of Peak Q Year 46 0.08 0.07 -0.69 1444.0

A-b Annual Discharge Year 67 0.009 0.81 -0.05 209.0

A-li Annual Discharge Year 50 0.009 0.52 -0.19 494.0
A-12 Peak Discharge Year 69 0.008 0.50 -1.07 2896.0
A-13 Peak Discharge Year 50 0.005 0.63 -1.28 3295.0
A-i4 Base Discharge Year 50 0.02 0.34 -0.04 101.0

A-iS Timing of Peak Q Year 69 0.001 0.94 -0.01 150.0

A-16 TimingofPeakQ Year 50 0.00 0.99 0.004 131.0

A-17 Annual Precipitation Year 80 0.01 0.29 0.02 -17.0
A-18 Annual Precipitation Year 50 0.01 0.54 -0.02 48.0
A-19 Winter Precipitation Year 80 0.003 0.89 0.001 5.0
A-20 Winter Precipitation Year 50 0.02 0.34 -0.02 43.0
A-21 Summer Precipitation Year 80 0.03 0.14 0.01 -18.0
A-22 Summer Precipitation Year 50 0.003 0.70 0.006 -8.0
A-23 Annual Temperature Year 77 0.02 0.18 0.008 31.0
A-24 Annual Temperature Year 48 0.002 0.79 -0.003 54.0
A-25 April 1 we Year 50 0.002 0.93 -0.007 44.0
A-26 April 1 we Year 31 0.006 0.67 0.06 -101.0

A-fl Annual Discharge Year 64 0.03 0.20 5.3 -8176.0
A-28 Annual Discharge Year 50 0.005 0.64 -2.8 7697.0
A-29 Base Discharge Year 64 0.02 0.32 0.68 -901.0
A-30 Base Discharge Year 50 0.05 0.12 -1.5 3364.0
A-31 Peak Discharge Year 64 0.03 0,16 38.4 -65072.0

A-fl Peak Discharge Year 50 0.01 0.44 30.4 49227.0
A-33 Timing of Peak Q Year 64 0.00 0.98 0.01 107.0
A-34 Timing of Peak Q Year 50 0.01 0.42 -0.6 1298.0


